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Some games hide in patterns of flowers and plants  

2-player combinatorial games with perfect information

leads to theory of disjunctive sum of games leads somewhere else



Adamson’s Wythoff wheel5-8 phyllotaxis in a pineapple



“… we describe Wythoff’s game, which holds the key to 
describing phyllotaxis as a dynamical system.”

Adamson’s wheel is related to phyllotaxis, the Zeckendorf 
maximal representation and to the P-positions of Wythoff Nim. 

Moreover, the author’s write: 

Kappraff, Adamson, Blackmore

Why Wythoff’s game and self-organization?



(p,q)-GDWN: Wythoff Nim, or instead remove a multiple of p from one heap and the same 
multiple of q from the other

2-heap Nim: remove any number from exactly one of the heaps: who wins from (3,5)?

Impartial games on 2 heaps of tokens, last move wins

Wythoff Nim: Nim or instead remove the same number from both heaps: who wins from (3,5)?

Larsson 2012, 2014

Ancient, also Bouton 1902

Ancient, also Wythoff 1907

Theorem: (1,2) and (2,3)-GDWN split



Linear Nimhoff  

Move from current position to an option on the line 

with Friedman, Landsberg, Garrabrant, Phipps-Morgan

R={(1,0),(0,1),(2,1),(3,3)}



Study data for some 

There is a lot of geometry in these games. What is a 
reasonable explanation of the observed behavior? 



Nim Wythoff Nim

Losing positions (P-positions) for the current player

Assumption: 
“forbidden 
regions” no 
P-position 

between the 
P-lines, 

justified by 
all 

experimental 
data over the 

years 

Linear Nimhoff 
variations



GDWN has 
symmetric rules, 

and hence 
symmetric P-

positions

Computations 
to 50000 for 
many games 

confirm 
hypothesis, 
P-lines are 
“splitting”, 

and between 
them a filling 

property

The game  
{(1,2),(2,3),(3,5),(5,8)}-GDWN

One rule fills 
each 

forbidden 
region with N-

positions



One rule per picture, black lines/regions are parents to P-
positions (N-positions) for this rule

horizontal Nim 
rule

diagonal 
Wythoff-type 

rule
(3,5)-rule

(3,5)-GDWN



Proposition:

This result implies an important density property. 



Computing the fraction       of P-positions contributed by a single P-line,  
for a given rule 

fi,j



Positive x-intercept yields

positive y-intercept yields, for fixed rule i,

The n+1 rules are ordered by increasing slope

The proposition implies a density property:



Altogether

since each Nim rule is excluded from one of the sets of 
equations



But this is not the whole truth, and after all, the reasoning 
is built on a non-rigorous method adapted from physics

The slopes of the upper P-beams of (p,q)-GDWN, 
many (p,q), show fluctuations far beyond the 

assumption of uniform distribution



The fill rule property appears to hold for  
(3,5)-GDWN, but there is also some quasi 
log-periodic pattern… the P-lines are not 

lines, rather beams, P-beams

Some P-lines are more interesting  
than a uniform distribution 



Variations to the upper slopes of (3,5)-GDWN





The colors represent different numbers of P-positions as options

The 
system  

self-
organizes 

into 
visibly 
distinct 
regions, 
i.e. more 
geometry



Distorted (3,5)-GDWN

(0,1) is forced P-position (0,3) is forced P-position

Is (p,q)-GDWN stable to distortions?
Landsberg & Friedman: Chomp is, Nim is not (but scale invariance holds either way)



My computer does not open color pictures of 100000*100000 pixels, so instead I 
ran the code showing just the P-beams, and the familiar pattern begins to  reappear 

20000*20000 100000*100000

Each P-position is magnified to 10*10 pixels or more to be visible



R={(3,2)(2,1),(1,1),(0,1),(1,0)}: no fluctuation creating 
additional geometry for non symmetric games

Attempted conjecture: Scale invariant log-quasi-periodic 
fluctuations appear for Linear Nimhoff if and only if it is a (p,q)-
GDWN game with (p,q) a Wythoff pair, or (p-1,q-1) a Wythoff 

pair, except for (p,q)=(1,2) or (2,3), and the fluctuations are not 
sensitive to small perturbations of P-positions. 



(3,5)-GDWN with adjoined (4,7) move -> Linear Nimhoff: no fluctuations, but a new P-line 
and shifted mean slopes of the old ones. We have a density argument for when a new P-
line appears, given an adjoined rule. But we are not sure if we can use it for games with 

fluctuations: here it seems OK.



Sometimes fluctuations remain, even though a new P-line appears: (3,5)-GDWN with adjoined 
(5,8) move -> Linear Nimhoff: fluctuations remain, but there is also a hint of a new dashed P-

line between the upper P-beams, so the conjecture needs some modification still…



Equations for (p,q)-GDWN



Variations to the upper slopes of (4,6)-GDWN



The upper P-beam



Embryonic development of a P-beam



A cellular automaton for 
blocking queen games 

…more structure to the game k-Blocking Wythoff Nim
Larsson 2011

with Neary and Cook







k=5, the fifth move attempt cannot be blocked

















k=100 k=1000





The cellular automaton for k-Blocking Wythoff Nim

p is the sum of green cells that 
correspond to blue cell’s with a negative value





Difference between k=499 and k=500Difference between k=497 and k=500









A different color map highlights some interesting behavior
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